Water Jet

 Easily attaches to
Hot or Cold Water
Pressure Washer
 Up to 5 GPM, 4000 PSI
 Spins at 2000 RPM
 Fatigue-free Trigger Bar

Flat Surface Cleaning Attachment
 Easy-to-clean, high-pressure
Inline Filter minimizes
maintenance by preventing
spray nozzles from plugging.
 Trigger Gun is
holster-mounted to
keep wand near by for
cleaning hard-to-reach
corners; water flow is
automatically switched
when trigger is pulled.

 Fatigue-free, safety Handle and Trigger Bar instantly
stops the unit for operator protection.
 Easy-turn Swivel Hose Connection keeps the hose
from tangling while attached to the pressure washer for
easy handling and maneuvering.
 Trilingual Operating Instructions and Warnings in
English, Spanish, and French for convenience of the
operator and owner liability protection.

 Easy-move Height Adjustment Lever
allows you to raise or lower the spray
bar so you can blast off concrete but
not dig up asphalt.

 Collapsible Handle
with the twist of a wing nut
makes for easy transporting
and storage.

 Self-lubricating Rotary Union is
protected in a stainless steel housing
and feats industrial strength
ball bearings and
tungsten carbide seat
for long life and low
maintenance.

 Rugged Steel Tubing with durable
epoxy coat finish for all-weather protection.
 Tubed Pneumatic Tires absorb vibration
and make handling an easy touch.

 Rugged Polyethylene Housing is durable enough
to hold up under the toughest of conditions yet is light
enough for easy maneuvering, plus narrow enough to fit
through most doorways.

A holster-mounted trigger gun and insulated wand
make for convenient spot cleaning of
hard-to-reach places.

 Sealed Swivel Caster allows
the Water Jet to pivot easily in
and out of tight spaces.

Water Jet
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The Water Jet is the
premier top-of-the-line
surface cleaner on the
market today.
The Water Jet is an industrial grade super-duty surface
cleaner with adjustable spray bar It attaches easily to a hot
or cold pressure washer and "mows" grime on most flat
surfaces, from concrete to asphalt. The stainless steel spray
bar, with two precision spray nozzles, spins at an astounding
2000 RPM.
Ideal for attacking the toughest, most stubborn grease,
grime, and dirt stains, the Landa Water Jet is perfectly
suited for cleaning a variety of indoor and outdoor
surfaces including concrete, asphalt, metal, and wood.

Water Jet Specifications
Rating: Super-duty
Recommended Usage: Heavy
Recommended Operating Pressure: 2000-4000 PSI
Recommended Water Volume: 2-5 GPM
Attaches to: Any hot or cold water pressure washer with
minimum of 2000 PSI
Maximum Allowable Water Temperature: 200°F
Cleaning Width: 20 inches
Net Weight: 45 lbs.
Dimensions: 48"L x 22"W x 37"H

Cleaner, Options & Accessories:
Distributed by:

Part #

8.903-606.0
8.912-854.0
8.707-011.0
8.718-244.0
8.722-172.0
8.711-289.0

Old Part #

30-585
95-0728030
2-11058
81-21007L
81-21227

Description

Water Jet Surface Cleaner
Spray Angle Adjustment Tool
Rotary Union
Actuator Valve Assembly
Repair Kit, Actuator Valve
8-inch Stainless Steel Spray Bar
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